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Itzik Ben-Gan is a mentor for and co-founder of SolidQ. A SQL Server Microsoft MVP (Most Valuable
Professional) since 1999, Itzik has delivered numerous training events around the world focused on T-SQL
querying, query tuning, and programming.
T-SQL Querying (Developer Reference): Itzik Ben-Gan, Adam
This is not a book for beginners. It requires experience with T-SQL and advanced topics for quering. It covers
most of the course 6232 issues in a deeper way if compared with the material presented in the Microsoft's
oficial course.
Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2008: T-SQL Programming
Typesafe SQL. SQL is a very unique and rich language, optimally designed to express complex queries in a
simple, declarative form. When writing SQL, you will focus on what data you want to fetch, not how you want
to fetch it.
jOOQ: The easiest way to write SQL in Java
Advantages. SPARQL allows users to write queries against what can loosely be called "key-value" data or,
more specifically, data that follow the RDF specification of the W3C.Thus, the entire database is a set of
"subject-predicate-object" triples.
SPARQL - Wikipedia
Microsoft SQL Server is a relational database management system developed by Microsoft.As a database
server, it is a software product with the primary function of storing and retrieving data as requested by other
software applicationsâ€”which may run either on the same computer or on another computer across a
network (including the Internet).. Microsoft markets at least a dozen different ...
Microsoft SQL Server - Wikipedia
To install and start SQL Developer, you simply download a ZIP file and unzip it into a desired parent directory
or folder, and then type a command or double-click a file name.
SQL Developer Concepts and Usage - Oracle
Useful SQL functions to remember. There is one more thing, on top of querying the values that sit in the
database, you can specify the functions that will transform those values into something more useful.
SQL cheat sheet | zeroturnaround.com
Amazon Redshift Database Developer Guide Welcome
Amazon Redshift - Database Developer Guide
If you need to reduce your Enterprise Edition licensing exposure, we can help. Our 3-day SQL Critical
CareÂ® is a quick, easy process that identifies your top bottlenecks and gives you the easiest, cheapest way
past them.
Microsoft SQL Server Licensing Simplified into 7 Rules
The electronic forms solution described in this article uses Adobe LiveCycle ES for data capture and DB2
pureXML for data storage and query, connected by a simple web service that you can create with IBM Data
Studio (see Figure 1).
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Creating an XML electronic forms solution with an Adobe
Redgate book store - Get your free copy of Performance Tuning with SQL Server Dynamic Management
Views from Tim Ford and Louis Davidson
Performance Tuning With SQL Server Dynamic Management
Standard: The latest official version of SQL is SQL:2008. I don't have access to the official ISO standard text,
but Whitemarsh Information Systems Corporation provides a rather final draft as a zip-archive, containing
several files. Most important to this page is the file 5CD2-02-Foundation-2006-01.pdf.. No books cover
SQL:2008 yet.
Comparison of different SQL implementations
So my goal here is to have a single search field in an application that will be able to search multiple tables
and return results. For example, two of these tables are "performers" and "venues" and
Possible to search multiple tables with a single query
Views are a valuable tool for the SQL Server Developer, because they hide complexity and allow for a
readable style of SQL expression. They aren't there for reasons of performance, and so indexed views are
designed to remedy this shortcoming. They're great in certain circumstances but they represent a trade-off,
and they come with considerable 'small print'.
SQL Server Indexed Views: The Basics - Simple Talk
This forum covers questions regarding .NET assemblies and database objects running as part of SQL Server
including user-defined types, user-defined aggregates, UDFs, triggers, and stored procedures implemented
in .NET code. supported by SQL Server 2005 and later versions.
Technet forums - SQL Server
How can I send an email using T-SQL but email address is stored in a table? I want to loop through the table
and be able to send email. I cannot find a good example of doing this so far.. Thanks ...
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